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Performance Analysis of Dynamic Clustering 
Algorithm for Biological Dynamic Data
S. Angel Latha Mary* K.  Anuradha** and K.Uma Maheswari***

Abstract : Most of the existing clustering algorithms give entirely different results when the data consists 
of diverse shapes, densities and sizes.This paper proposes a new density based dynamic data incremental 
clustering algorithm named as normal Dynamic DBSCAN. This normal Dynamic DBSCAN algorithm 
performs well and is capable of doing dynamic clustering. This algorithm is a dynamic, density based and 
clusters the incremental dynamic dataset and capable of adding/classifying only one data point at a time. 
This algorithm considers outliers, border objects and noisy objects and these objects added with new data.  
This normal Dynamic DBSCAN algorithm performance compared with the existing density based clustering 
algorithm DBSCAN. The performance of the algorithm evaluated using Generalized Dunn Index(GDI) as the 
cluster validation metric as well as time taken for clustering.
Keywords : Incremental Clustering, Dynamic Clustering Dynamic Dataset, DBSCAN Algorithm, Dynamic 
DBSCAN.

1. INTRODUCTION

Clustering in data mining is a process of grouping a set of data. Existing clustering algorithms are 
designed to fi nd clusters using some static models. CURE and ROCK algorithms uses a static model to 
determine the most similar cluster [1]. CHAMELEON measures the similarity of two clusters based on a 
dynamic model. But this algorithm very much affected by the size of the dataset. All the existing clustering 
algorithms use static dataset. K-Means, CHAMELEON, CURE ROCK and BIRCH [9] [10] algorithms 
can give incorrect results if the choice of parameter is incorrect with respect to the data set being clustered, 
or the data consists of clusters are of diverse shapes, densities, and sizes [8]. Dynamic clustering [5][7]
[13] is a mechanism to adopt and discover clusters in real time environments [6][12][14]. Most of the 
supervised classifi cation algorithms performs well and will give ideal results with good accuracy metrics 
[2]in change over time[3].

  In this work a density based dynamic data incremental clustering algorithm for clustering dynamic 
dataset is presented and compared to its performance with existing clustering algorithm DBSCAN[15] 
the real data sets  ZOO Dataset and Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset which are downloaded from UCI 
Machine Learning Repository[11].

2.  IMPLEMENTATION

The existing DBSCAN algorithm defi nes a cluster to be a maximum set of density-connected points. The 
two parameters Eps and MinPts used by existing DBSCAN algorithm.  Every core point (points inside 
the cluster) in a cluster must have at least a minimum number of points (MinPts) within a given radius 
(Eps). DBSCAN can fi nd arbitrary shape of clusters. It could retrieve all points that are density-reachable 
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from the given point using the correct parameters. DBSCAN uses global values for Eps and MinPts, tt. 
the same values for all clusters. This algorithm handles outliers well and not includes them in any cluster. 
This paper also addresses the problems of clustering an incremental dynamic dataset [4] in which the data 
set is increasing in size over time by adding more and more data.

 This new algorithm uses DBSCAN algorithm for clustering existing data. This proposed Density 
based normal Dynamic DBSCAN algorithm dynamically changes the epsilon (Eps) value during each 
batch of insertion. Another most important variation is, during each step of batch insertion it considers the 
data points which are classifi ed as noise(outliers) or border objects (border of the cluster) are removed and 
once again they marked as unclassifi ed points or outliers and combined with the new data which is to be 
inserted. During insertion, it inserts only one data point at a time and then re-estimates the cluster IDs. This 
normal Dynamic DBSCAN algorithm performs well and is capable of doing dynamic clustering. To fi nd 
a cluster DBSCAN starts with an arbitrary object p in D and retrieves all objects of D density-reachable 
from p with respect to Eps and MinPts. If p is a core object, this procedure yields a cluster with respect to 
Eps and MinPts. If p is a border object, no objects are density-reachable from p and p is assigned to the 
noise. Then DBSCAN visits the next object of the database D.

The following pseudo code explains the algorithm for Clustering Evolving Data over Time.
 1. The existing data is assumed as already clustered. 
 2. So the existing data are clustered using normal standard DBSCAN algorithm and it uses the 

global values for Eps and MinPts, i.e. the same values for all clusters. 
 3. The outliers and border objects  are removed for validation and the clusters are validated using GDI.
 4. Add the incremental data and increases the Eps and MinPts based on existing and incremental 

data size.
 5. Separate, the noise object (outliers and border objects) as unclassifi ed data points.
 6. If the object is unclassifi ed, create a cluster for border and noise objects and Merge them with 

nearby clusters, if possible.
 7. For incremental data  fi nd the neighborhood of each data based on new Eps value 
 8. If no nearby points, then this data is a noise object.
 9. If some of the object are unclassifi ed it merges all points and assign a new class ID
 10. In  case of absorption in existing cluster  assign cluster-id based on its  neighborhood
 11. If Some of the object are unclassifi ed merge all clusters and assign a common class ID
 12. Remove outliers for  validation
 13. Now validate the cluster accuracy using GDI. 

This algorithm is a dynamic, density based and clusters the incremental dynamic dataset. But this 
algorithm is capable of adding/classifying only one data point at a time. The results of the proposed 
Dynamic DBSCAN algorithm performed signifi cantly well in terms of speed. The algorithm is capable 
of creating, modifying and inserting clusters over time. The performance of clustering is evaluated using 
some of the real data sets Zoo Dataset and Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The static data set is simulated as incremental dynamic dataset and initially 50% of the data is randomly 
selected from the given dataset and it clusters the data using DBSCAN algorithm. This data is considered 
as existing data. Then every time 10% of the incremental data added and this new data is updated in the 
existing cluster or it creates new cluster based on the Eps and Minpts values. The outlier data separated 
and marked as unclassifi ed objects. These unclassifi ed objects once again added with new incremental 
data. This algorithm adds one object at a time. The performance in terms of time for the cluster using the 
real datasets ( ZOO Dataset and Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset) are given in table 1.
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Table 1
Performance of normal Dynamic DBSCAN algorithm in terms of GDI

Dataset
                       % of data used

AVG
50 60 70 80 90 100

ZOO dataset 0.71 0.69 0.88 0.8 0.8 0.88 0.80

Wisconsin Breast Cancer 0.99 0.98 0.75 0.78 0.82 0.84 0.85

Larger values of GDI correspond to good clusters and the number of clusters that maximizes GDI is 
taken as the optimal number of clusters.

Table 2 
Performance in terms of Time using normal Dynamic DBSCAN algorithm

Dataset
             % of Data used

50 60 70 80 90 100

Zoo 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03

Wisconsin Breast Cancer 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09

The following section compares the performance of normal Dynamic DBSCAN algorithm and the 
existing DBSCAN algorithm with the real datasets in terms cluster accuracy using GDI(fi gure 1 and fi gure 
2)  and speed (fi gure 3,4 and 5). The performance of the normal Dynamic DBSCAN algorithm is best in 
terms of accuracy and cluster speed.  
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Figure 1: Performance in Terms of Generalized Dunn Index in zoo dataset
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4. CONCLUSION

The proposed density based Dynamic DBSCAN clustering algorithm is successfully implemented using 
MATLAB platform and evaluated. This algorithm is able to insert data objects one by one and then 
re-estimate the cluster IDs during every point, which is inserted. The performance of the algorithm is 
evaluated using DBSCAN algorithm with cluster accuracy and cluster speed as two parameters.  
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Figure 2: Performance in Terms of Generalized Dunn Index in Breast_cancer_wisconsin Dataset
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Figure 3: Performance in Terms of  Time in Zoo Dataset
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Figure 4: Performance in Terms of Time in Breast_cancer_wisconsin Dataset
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Figure 5: Average performance in Terms of Time
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